Lesson Objectives:

✓ Understand the difference between implicit and explicit information
✓ Identify implicit and explicit information
✓ Apply knowledge of implicit and explicit information to the example exam
questions

Paper Q1: List 4 things (4 marks)
• Identify explicit information
1
• Identify explicit ideas
Q1: True/False Statements (4 marks)
Paper
• Identify and interpret explicit and implicit
2
information and ideas

What is explicit information?
What is implicit information?

“Hmmm, I’ve never seen that kind of
shirt before. How about we look at some
other options before we make a
decision?”
What is the implicit meaning
behind the sentence?

Question 1 in PAPER 1 is worth 4 marks .
You will be asked to list four things from the source –
be careful to quote directly from the source and only
from the lines it states in the question (not the full
source!).
An easy four marks but easily lost if you misread the
question or quote incorrectly!

‘1984’ George Orwell

List 4 things the extract tells us about Winston
Smith:
1.
2.
3.
4.

‘1984’ George Orwell

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Answers could include:

He’s a man
He lives in a dilapidated apartment building
He lives in Victory Mansions
He is thin
He is frail
He is thirty-nine years old
It is painful for him to trudge up the stairs
He is a (low ranking) member of the ruling party in London
The party always watches him

Award any other valid responses that you are able to verify by checking the source

Question 1 in PAPER 2 is worth 4 marks .
You will be asked to choose four statements from a list that are
true about the source.
Make sure you read the source carefully and consider only the
lines it states in the question (not necessarily the full source!)
An easy four marks but easily lost if you misread the statements.

Everyone loves a good circus movie, and everyone
loves Hugh Jackman. His forthcoming PT Barnum
musical, The Greatest Showman, looks to be a timely
celebration of outsiderness and inclusivity, with its
bearded women, tattooed men, little people and
conjoined twins. “His belief was what makes you
different makes you special,” Jackman has said of
Barnum. “You can be discriminated for that but if you
own up to it and we start to embrace everybody then it
can be what makes life special and fantastic.”
The problem is, the real-life PT Barnum was not exactly
a crusader for social justice. Like many pedlars of 19thcentury “freakshows”, Barnum was more interested in
exploiting people than empowering them. He exhibited
“Strange and savage tribes” along with exotic animals,
usually consisting of bewildered indigenous people or
fake ones in costumes (his “Circassian Beauties” were
given fake Afro hairstyles using beer). He also exhibited
AfricanAmericans with birth defects, affirming their
racial “inferiority”, and one of his earliest “hits” was
Joice Heth, a blind, partially paralysed slave who
Barnum claimed was 161 years old (she was half that).
When Heth died, Barnum held a public autopsy and
charged spectators to watch. Something tells me we
won’t see Jackman doing that.

Read the extract and choose 4 statements
that are true from the options below:

Everyone loves a good circus movie, and everyone
loves Hugh Jackman. The Greatest Showman, looks to
be a timely celebration of outsiderness and inclusivity,
with its bearded women, tattooed men, little people and
conjoined twins. “His belief was what makes you
different makes you special,” Jackman has said of
Barnum. “You can be discriminated for that but if you
own up to it and we start to embrace everybody then it
can be what makes life special and fantastic.”
The problem is, the real-life PT Barnum was not exactly
a crusader for social justice. Like many pedlars of 19thcentury “freakshows”, Barnum was more interested in
exploiting people than empowering them. He exhibited
“Strange and savage tribes” along with exotic animals,
usually consisting of bewildered indigenous people or
fake ones in costumes (his “Circassian Beauties” were
given fake Afro hairstyles using beer). He also exhibited
AfricanAmericans with birth defects, affirming their
racial “inferiority”, and one of his earliest “hits” was
Joice Heth, a blind, partially paralysed slave who
Barnum claimed was 161 years old (she was half that).
When Heth died, Barnum held a public autopsy and
charged spectators to watch. Something tells me we
won’t see Jackman doing that.

ANSWERS: D, E, F, G

1. What is the difference between explicit and implicit information?

2. In paper 1, question 1 are you looking for explicit or implicit information?

3. In paper 2, question 1 what are you required to do?

1. What is the difference between explicit and implicit information?
Implicit is implied whereas explicit is clearly stated
2. In paper 1, question 1 are you looking for explicit or implicit information?

Explicit information
3. In paper 2, question 1 what are you required to do?
Identify 4 true statements from the given list in a section of the text

